Appendix 2

Figures involved in Phillips Curve, exogenous and endogenous

Here is the list of these 18 up-dated figures at a glance.

**Fig. 1** Phillips’ target and its technological causes hidden in 7 endogenous parameters: Pacific and Asia area (1)

**Fig. 2** Phillips’ target and its technological causes hidden in 7 endogenous parameters: Pacific and Asia area (2)

**Fig. 3** Phillips’ target and its technological causes hidden in 7 endogenous parameters: Pacific and Asia area (3)

**Fig. 4** Phillips’ target and its technological causes hidden in 7 endogenous parameters: Asia area

**Fig. 5** Phillips’ target and its technological causes hidden in 7 endogenous parameters: Asia and Africa areas

**Fig. 6** Phillips’ target and its technological causes hidden in 7 endogenous parameters: Euro area (1)

**Fig. 7** Phillips’ target and its technological causes hidden in 7 endogenous parameters: Euro area (2)

**Fig. 8** Phillips’ target and its technological causes hidden in 7 endogenous parameters: Euro area (3)

**Fig. 9** Phillips’ target and its technological causes hidden in 7 endogenous parameters: Euro area (4)

**Fig. 10** Phillips’ target and its technological causes hidden in 7 endogenous parameters: Europe and East Europe area

**Fig. 11** Phillips’ target and its technological causes hidden in 7 endogenous parameters: Europe and East Europe (1)

**Fig. 12** Phillips’ target and its technological causes hidden in 7 endogenous parameters: Europe and East Europe (2)

**Fig. 13** Phillips’ target and its technological causes hidden in 7 endogenous parameters: Europe and East Europe (3)

**Fig. 14** Phillips’ target and its technological causes hidden in 7 endogenous parameters: West Hemisphere areas

**Fig. 15** Phillips’ target and its technological causes hidden in 7 endogenous parameters: West Hemisphere and Middle East areas

**Fig. 16** Phillips’ target and its technological causes hidden in 7 endogenous parameters: Middle East areas

**Fig. 17** Phillips’ target and its technological causes hidden in 7 endogenous parameters: Africa area

**Fig. 18-1** The wage rate endogenously under full-employment: Pacific and Asia area

**Fig. 18-2** The wage rate endogenously under full-employment: Euro and Europe areas

**Fig. 18-3** The wage rate endogenously under full-employment: East Europe, middle East, Africa areas, and Taiwan
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**Source:** KEWT database series 8.14 and 9.15; 86 countries including three area averages.

**Fig. 1** Phillips’ target and its technological causes hidden in the 7 endogenous parameters: Pacific and Asia area (1)
Figures involved in Phillips Curve, exogenous and endogenous

Source: KEWT database series 8.14 and 9.15; 86 countries including three area averages.

Fig. 2 Phillips’ target and its technological causes hidden in the 7 endogenous parameters: Pacific and Asia area (2)
Source: KEWT database series 8.14 and 9.15; 86 countries including three area averages.

Fig. 3 Phillips' target and its technological causes hidden in the 7 endogenous parameters: Pacific and Asia area (3)
Figures involved in Phillips Curve, exogenous and endogenous

Source: KEWT database series 8.14 and 9.15; 86 countries including three area averages.

Fig. 4 Phillips’ target and its technological causes hidden in the 7 endogenous parameters: Asia area
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![Graphs of various Phillips curves](image)

**Source:** KEWT database series 8.14 and 9.15; 86 countries including three area averages.

**Fig. 5** Phillips’ target and its technological causes hidden in the 7 endogenous parameters: Asia and Africa areas
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Source: KEWT database series 8.14 and 9.15; 86 countries including three area averages.

Fig. 6 Phillips’ target and its technological causes hidden in the 7 endogenous parameters: Euro area (1)
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Source: KEWT database series 8.14 and 9.15; 86 countries including three area averages.

Fig. 7 Phillips’ target and its technological causes hidden in the 7 endogenous parameters: Euro area (2)
Source: KEWT database series 8.14 and 9.15; 86 countries including three area averages.

Fig. 8 Phillips’ target and its technological causes hidden in the 7 endogenous parameters: Euro area (3)
**Source:** KEWT database series 8.14 and 9.15; 86 countries including three area averages.

**Fig. 9** Phillips’ target and its technological causes hidden in the 7 endogenous parameters: Euro area (4)
Figures involved in Phillips Curve, exogenous and endogenous

Source: KEWT database series 8.14 and 9.15; 86 countries including three area averages.

Fig. 10 Phillips’ target and its technological causes hidden in the 7 endogenous parameters: Europe and East Europe area
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Source: KEWT database series 8.14 and 9.15; 86 countries including three area averages.

Fig. 11 Phillips’ target and its technological causes hidden in the 7 endogenous parameters: Europe and East Europe (1)
Figures involved in Phillips Curve, exogenous and endogenous

Source: KEWT database series 8.14 and 9.15; 86 countries including three area averages.

Fig. 12 Phillips’ target and its technological causes hidden in the 7 endogenous parameters: Europe and East Europe (2)
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Source: KEWT database series 8.14 and 9.15; 86 countries including three area averages.

Fig. 13 Phillips’ target and its technological causes hidden in the 7 endogenous parameters: Europe and East Europe (3)
Figures involved in Phillips Curve, exogenous and endogenous

Source: KEWT database series 8.14 and 9.15; 86 countries including three area averages.

Fig. 14 Phillips’ target and its technological causes hidden in the 7 endogenous parameters: West Hemisphere areas
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Source: KEWT database series 8.14 and 9.15; 86 countries including three area averages.

Fig. 15 Phillips’ target and its technological causes hidden in the 7 endogenous parameters: West Hemisphere and Middle East areas
Figures involved in Phillips Curve, exogenous and endogenous

Source: KEWT database series 8.14 and 9.15; 86 countries including three area averages.

Fig. 16 Phillips’ target and its technological causes hidden in the 7 endogenous parameters: Middle East areas
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Source: KEWT database series 8.14 and 9.15; 86 countries including three area averages.

**Fig. 17** Phillips’ target and its technological causes hidden in the 7 endogenous parameters: Africa area
Figures involved in Phillips Curve, exogenous and endogenous

Source: KEWT database series 8.14 and 9.15; 86 countries including three area averages.

Fig. 18-1 The wage rate endogenously under full-employment: Pacific and Asia area
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**Source:** KEWT database series 8.14 and 9.15; 86 countries including three area averages.

**Fig. 18-2** The wage rate endogenously under full-employment: Euro and Europe area
Figures involved in Phillips Curve, exogenous and endogenous

Source: KEWT database series 8.14 and 9.15; 86 countries including three area averages.

Fig. 18-3 The wage rate endogenously under full-employment: East Europe, middle East, Africa areas, and Taiwan
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